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Centuries-old craftsmanship and
traditions coupled with an exceptional
terroir have led to the development of our
core collection of Special Unrefined
Sugars. This unmatched natural product
line is segmented as follows : Dark
Brown Soft & Light Brown Soft Sugars,
Dark Demerara & Demerara Sugars,
Raw Cane Sugars and Golden Sugars

Extra Fine Demerara
Sparkling and fine powdered, those free flowing sugar
crystals deliver a unique caramel taste with a distinct
character. Suitable for their dissolving properties, they
are an efficient alternative to white extra fine beet sugar
or icing white sugar, blending smoothly during the
making process of buttercream, frosting and
macarons…

Demerara XL
A reference for baristas and coffee lovers !Bringing
their delicate and crunchy caramel notes, those brown
extra-large (XL) sugar crystals infuse the immensity of
their typical molasses flavour as they sweeten your
drinks. Perfect for bakery, crumbles and ice creams…

Low G.I Sugar Cubes
Cut in rough cubes of brown cane
sugar, DINA LIFE Low G.I Sugar Cubes
are rich in natural antioxidants
extracted from sugar cane. These dark
brown sugar crystals hold a low
glycaemic index of 51 all while retaining
the classic cane sugar aroma ; the best
alternative for diabetic or even health
conscious customers.

Antioxidant Sugar Cubes
The DINA LIFE Antioxidant Sugar
Cubes allow you to reap the benefits of
antioxidants daily. This ingredient will
set customers on a path to better
health and a strengthened immune
system with the renowned sweetness
of cane sugar…

The Dark Muscovado
Denoted as an aromatic gourmet
delight, this crystalline dark brown
Unrefined Special Sugar is rich in
natural molasses. Sticky yet soft to the
touch, it is highly appreciated in
confectionery for its buttery treacle
flavour ; perfect for spicy fruitcakes and
gingerbread as well as savoury dishes…

The Light Muscovado
With a warm honey tone, a creamy
fudge flavour, and a fine-grain like
texture, this Unrefined Special Sugar
has stronger notes of caramel and toffee
widely appreciated in confectionery and
the baking industry, ideal for cakes,
biscuits and puddings…

In Europe
Our partner Pinin Pero
Figli Di Pinin Pero offers a diverse range
of products from both its own brand and
private product ranges ; an international
expertise that supports us in the process
of packaging, namely for the Dark
Muscovado.

In Mauritius
As we deliver the best product quality, we
also ensure that our packaging is tailored
to each product line. Thanks to our
partners Sukpak, Tropical Cubes and GY
Kamudu who assist us in packing special
sugars.

Sukpak has been in the Mauritian sugar
cane industry for over two decades and a
close partner in packing special unrefined
sugars for renowned organisations
worldwide. They are a BRCGS for Food
Safety certified companies and registered
with the SEDEX…

GY Kamudu holds the principles of the
Fairtrade philosophy at the heart of its
business and is driven by international
quality standards. They are dedicated to
packing special sugars such as
Demerara, Golden Sugar, Special Raw
Sugar and Soft Sugar in their signature
plastic jars.

Tropical Cubes have over a decade of
experience in packaging in the Mauritian
sugar cane industry for the Mauritius
Sugar Syndicate and the Fairtrade label.
With their fully customisable packaging,
they are committed to food safety and
security…

In 2021, Mauritius Sugars partnered with
the brand Billington’s and has been
awarded three UK Great Taste Awards by
Food specialists ; a reward that brought
significant value to their brand and that
highlights our commitment to delivering
the best quality of sugars in the market.

In this same approach, we are looking
forward to participating in more
international food awards by teaming up
with other brands to showcase them on
the global market, help them in gaining
recognition from food specialists and add
value to their expertise and products !
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What makes the Mauritius
Sugar DNA ?

Wholesomeness
We are committed to the production of pure natural products.

Taste
We take pride in the natural aroma and flavour of our Specialty
Sugars, and that is why we place a strong emphasis on purity to
ensure the authentic taste of the product’s juice.

Healthy Benefits
Prioritising the health concerns of customers has been a primary goal
of ours. Specialty Sugars are made to be healthier options packed with
numerous health benefits.

Traceability
Our food safety management system is recognised by the Global Food
Safety Institution, and has earned international accreditation.

Sustainability
The Mauritius Sugar Syndicate prides itself on its terroir and
consciously works to nurture it as we harvest the sugar cane.

Easy & Convenient Sourcing
The Mauritius Sugar Syndicate acts as a one-stop shop to ease the
business process for its clientele.

A feast for the eyes, each having perfectly crafted sugar crystals in
size and distinct shades before engulfing you in a gourmet journey

of intense aromas and tastes.

One ingredient, a million
recipes…

What makes Mauritius Sugars stand out is the versatility of use of our
product ranges.

The new gems !

A new market segment 

Mauritius Sugars respond
to new trends !

Meet our partners !

A new approach to packaging
In our commitment to become a more sustainable industry, our partners have
introduced eco-friendly packs which are paper based with minimum plastic.

Hence, our packaging is composed of 80% of paper and 20% of plastic,
including openings that have been designed for packages to be sealed or
taped, and windows allowing customers to have a glimpse of the product !

Join us for our next food
competition !
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